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ABSTRACT 
 

In [14], authors presented new results on quaternary cryptographic function 

and their binary projection, bringing out a new approach of functions used int 

the security of pseudo-random generators of stream and blocks ciphers. This 

projection provides a large family of -variable boolean functions 

(respectively -variable) with good cryptographic properties. In the 

present paper, we propose a characterization of this binary projection by 

disregarding the conditions imposed by the quaternary construction. We show 

that these -variable derived boolean functions are  and their -

variable homologous are semi bent. This characterization can be viewed as a 

Dillon type construction with a drastic simplification of the intern function and 

a large choice of suitable support according a particular partition of  

(respectively ).  
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Introduction  

 

Boolean functions play an important role in algebraic coding, cryptography 

and sequences design. These functions are widely used as cryptographic 

primitive in pseudo-random generators of stream ciphers and in S-boxes of 

blocks ciphers. Obviously, the security of such a system can be jeopardized if 

the choice of boolean function used is not suitable. Therefore, several 

cryptographic properties have been defined and studied to provide resistance 

against known attacks. Boolean functions need to satisfy various cryptographic 

properties simultaneously and lead to suitable trade offs. Among all known 

cryptographic characteristics, we can distinguish balancedness, algebraic 

degree, correlation immunity and nonlinearity. Because of the improvement 

brought by Courtois and Meier ([6]) of the algebraic attacks on stream ciphers, 

the notion of algebraic immunity has been introduced, and became one of the 

most important cryptographic property. Moreover Courtois ([5]) introduced he 

fast algebraic attack on stream ciphers and had led to one more constraint, the 

fast algebraic immunity. It is a difficult challenge to find boolean functions 

achieving all of the needed criteria. The construction of such functions is hard 

work knowing that trade-offs between different criteria must be made. An 

infinite class of boolean functions with optimum algebraic immunity, optimal 

algebraic degrees and very high nonlinearity, was proposed by Carlet and Feng 

in [3]. The idea was to construct for every , boolean functions on  whose 

support equals  where  is a primitive element 

of . Then, Tu and Deng proposed in [25] a class of algebraic immunity 

optimal functions of even number variables under an assumption of a 

combinatoric conjecture. They construct (construction 1) a subclass of the 

Partial Spread functions belong to Dillon [7]. The idea was to build, for every 

, boolean functions on  of Dillon type  

where the intern function  is the one of Carlet and Feng in [3]. With the same 

idea, several other Dillon type construction of boolean functions have been 

proposed ([12],[23]) in which the intern function has a particular support under 

some conditions. In parallel, motivated by the interest of studying quaternary 

(i.e. -valued) objects and structures ([8],[15]), several generalizations 

of boolean functions to residue class ring  have been proposed 

([24],[16], [9],[10],[11],[21]). In [22], authors investigated the connection 

between quaternary and binary bent functions. The notion of balancedness and 

nonlinearity for quaternary functions was introduced in [13] with a formal 

spectral characterization of quaternary bent functions. In [2], authors showed 

that the notion of generalized bentness and perfect nonlinearity are closely 

related. They introduced a construction of perfect nonlinear functions in the 

particular case of . The constructed quaternary function  defined from a 

Galois ring  to  depended of an intern function  from  

(Teichmüller set) to . They gave conditions on  to make  bent and perfect 

nonlinear and a proposed a possible construction of . In [14], authors present 
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new results on quaternary cryptographic functions defined over Galois ring 

. The main idea was to provide some new constructions of 

quaternary functions with good cryptographic properties and to obtain boolean 

functions with optimal cryptographic properties using any binary projection. 

This was a kind of response to the problem of finding optimal boolean 

functions. 

More formally, they construct a family of -variable quaternary bent 

functions  from  to  using an intern function  defined from a subset  

of  to  and cyclotomic classes of the multiplicative group of . They 

characterize the bentness of  with sufficient and necessary conditions on . 

With a general result on algebraic duality, they give a modelization of . 

Finally, using a particular binary projection map, they obtain, as the binary 

images of their -variable constructed quaternary bent functions, a family of 

-variable boolean bent functions and a family of -variable boolean 

plateaued functions of amplitude  with nonlinearity equal to . In 

this paper, we are at the crossing of these two previous approaches, the binary 

one and the quaternary one. We present here a characterisation of the -

variable derived boolean functions obtained in [14] and prove that these 

functions are . By preserving the same process of construction, we 

drastically simplify the inherited quaternary conditions on the intern function 

and propose a larger choice of suitable support according a particular partition 

of . Respectively, we adjust this simplification to the -variable 

derived boolean functions obtained in [14] and propose a similar 

characterization with an updated splitting of . This functions can be seen 

as the concatenation of two -variable bent functions or as adding one 

variable to an -variable bent functions. Although it is known that these 

functions are semi bent, we give a particular proof of this result. Moreover, we 

discuss the algebraic immunity results obtained with an exhaustive numerical 

experiment performed for a wide range of values of . 

The paper is organized as follow. In the next section, we recall the 

necessary background on boolean functions and their cryptographic properties. 

In Section Constructions and Results in [14], we call back the quaternary 

cryptographic functions construction of [14] and its derived boolean functions 

class. In Section Generalization and Characterization of the derived Boolean 

Functions, we present our characterizations pointing out the drastic 

simplification of the quaternary inheritance. In Section Algebraic Immunity of 

the derived Boolean Functions, we discuss the algebraic immunity of these 

new characterizations and locate our results at the crossing of what have been 

done in other approaches. 
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Boolean Functions Background 
  

Let  be a natural integer,  the finite field of two elements,  

the -dimensional vector space over  and  the set of all n-variable boolean 

functions. A -variables boolean function is a mapping from  to  which 

can be identified by its truth table  of length . The 

support of  is defined as  and the Hamming 

weight  of  is the size of its support. The Hamming distance between 

two -variable boolean functions  and  is  where  

denotes the addition on . The Walsh transform of a -variables boolean 

function  is the complex mapping from  to  defined by 

 where  denotes the usual inner 

product in . A -variable boolean function  is balanced if  

that is, if its truth-table contains a equal number ’s and ’s. The nonlinearity 

 of a -variable boolean function  is the minimum distance between  

and all affine functions, . On a spectral point of view, 

the nonlinearity of  can be expressed by  and 

its blancedness by . For all  in , we have 

. This bound is reached for bent functions [20] which 

are characterized by  for  even. A bent function 

could not be balanced. A -variable boolean function  is said to be plateaued 

if its Walsh transform only takes the three values  and , where  is some 

positive integer. We shall call  the amplitude of the plateaued function. 

Because of Parseval’s relation,  cannot be null and must be a power  with 

. Clearly, the nonlinearity of a plateaued function  of amplitude  equals 

. Each boolean function  has a unique representation called 

algebraic normal form (ANF), as a multivariate polynomial over , 

 where the ’s are in . The algebraic 

degree  of a -variable boolean function  is the maximum degree of 

those monomials with nonzero coefficients. The algebraic immunity  of 

an n-variable boolean function  is the lowest degree of nonzero function 

 such that  or . The relationship between algebraic 

immunity and the algebraic degree was studied by Courtois ([5]) according to 

this theorem, for all ,  and . 
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Constructions and Results in [14] 

 

In the scope of finding solutions to the binary problem of optimal boolean 

function, in [14] is proposed a construction of a large family of -variable 

quaternary bent functions for which the binary image gives a family of -

variable boolean bent functions and a family of -variables boolean 

functions with maximal non-linearity equal to  (plateaued 

functions of amplitude ). Let  be the ring of 

integers modulo  which is group-isomorphic to  the group of 

 root of unity in  under the standard isomorphism . Let  

represent the set of all tuples of elements in  where  is a natural 

integer. An -variable quaternary function  is a mapping from  to  

which can be identified by its truth table  of length 

. Let  be the Galois ring of  elements, that is the Galois 

extension of order  of . The Galois ring  is a local ring having a unique 

maximal ideal  made up of the  zero divisors. The residue class field 

 is isomorphic to the finite field  under the canonical map  

from  to . There are two canonical ways to represent the  elements of , a 

multiplicative one and a additive one. In the multiplicative representation, each 

element  of  has a unique expansion  with  in , where  is 

the Teichmüller set of roots of  in . Noting  the  root of 

unity, . In the additive representation,  there exists 

an unique expansion  with  in . We refer the reader to [18] for 

further information about Galois rings. The multiplicative representation allowed 

us to define the -cyclotomic classes  of order  of the 

multiplicative group  of , with , 

by . Using 

these cyclotomic classes, the -variable quaternary function  from  to  can 

be constructed as  if  and 

 if . Where  and 

 is characterized, built and 

modelized under strong conditions (Propositions 3, 5 and 6 in [14]). In order to 

obtain the binary projection of this -variable quaternary function , we need a 

vector representation of the element of . As  is a vector space of dimension  

over ,  is isomorphic to . Let note  this isomorphism. Let us define 

 the vector representation of , where 

 is the all zero vector of length  and for all  in , and 

 is the vector representation of the element . The multiplicative 
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operation on  is defined as  

and . The additive operation  on  is the one 

of . As , the vector representation of all elements of  is 

. The vector representation of any 

element  of  is naturally expressed by  with . 

In the same way, the cyclotomic classes  have the following 

vector representation  for 

 and . That is 

. The vector 

representation of  is defined by . We can define the vector 

representation  of the intern function  from  to  by 

 and the vector representation  of the quaternary 

function  from  to  by :  

 

(1) 

 

Let us define the 1-to-1 projection map  from  to  with 

, where  denotes the component mod  reduction and  

denotes the concatenation operation. We obtain 

 and  

for  and . That is  

 

 (2) 

 

Considering this vector representation  of  and the binary projection 

map  from  to , the derived -variable boolean functions  have 

been defined by:  

 

(3) 

where  is any balanced mapping from  to .  

 

Similarly, the derived -variable boolean functions  have been 

defined by:  
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(4) 

 where  is any balanced mapping from  to  and  is in .  

 

 

Generalization and Characterization of the Derived Boolean Functions 

 

The main idea of this paper is to propose a generalization and a 

characterisation of the binary images obtained in [14] by disregarding the 

conditions imposed by the quaternary construction. 

 

1. -variable boolean functions 

Let  be a natural integer,  the finite field with two elements. We 

identify the Galois field  and the vector space  in order to construct the 

vector space , where  denotes the concatenation operation of 

two vectors of . Let  a monic irreducible primitive divisor of 

 in  of degree . The Galois field  of  elements is a 

Galois extension of order  of  and is isomorphic to the factor field 

. If  is a root of  of order  ( ) then  

is the polynomial field  and  is a 

basis of  over . We have 

.  

Let , (  means  at 

position ) be the vector associated with the element 

; we also denote by  the vector associated with 

the element ( ), and recursively  the 

vector associated with the element . In the same way, 

, the all zero vector of length , is the vector associated with the 

element  of . As  is a basis of , the vector space 

 admits  

as a basis. The  cyclotomic classes  of order  of  

can be redefined as  

 

 
 

with  and , to which we add the 

class  of order  defined by .  

Upon these identification, we obtain  
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 (5) 

 

The derived -variable boolean bent functions  obtained from (3) 

are generalized as  if , and  if 

, with  satisfying 

. These functions are partial spread  functions.   

Proof. We can see in (1) that  takes the same value on each cyclotomic 

classe  and a constant value on  and . The intern 

function  is balanced over  (Proposition 3 in [14]). Considering the 

partition (5) and the balanced mapping  from  to , we can simplify 

the -variable derived boolean functions defined in (3) by:  

 

 
 

with . In [14], authors use a algebraic duality result to 

split the Teichmüller set in order to construct the intern quaternary function  

verifying two conditions (see Propositon 3 of [14]). Within this binary 

projection, only the balancedness condition is necessary, and this allows us to 

generalize the derived -variable boolean bent function  as follows:  

 

 

with . 

 

Let us recall that a Partial Spread ( ) function  is defined as follows:  

 
 

where the intern function  is a balanced boolean function from  to . 

Using the identification of the finite field  and the vector space  and the 
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splitting (1), we rewrite the  definition as follows:  

 

  

This shows that our  boolean function is  with its intern function  

defined as:  

  

 

            

 The -variable boolean function  obtained from Proposition 1 has 

algebraic degree equal to .   

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the fact that  is   

This leads to a new approach of the partial spread functions, as a 

generalization of the -variable derived boolean functions provided in [14], 

with simpler restrictive conditions than the ones imposed by the quaternary 

approach. 

 

2. -variable boolean functions 

 

We naturally extend the case  to  to generalize the 

-variable derived boolean functions obtained in [14]. Similarly to the 

previous section, we update the definition of cyclotomic classes. Let  

and write  

, 

, 

. With this definition 

we have  

 

 
 

The derived -variable boolean bent functions  

obtained by (4) are generalized as  if  and 

 if , with  and 
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 such that . These 

functions can be seen either as a concatenation of two -variable boolean 

bent functions or as functions obtained through the addition of an extra variable 

to a -variable boolean bent function. It is shown in [?] that the 

concatenation of two suitably chosen semi-bent functions yields to a bent 

function and vice versa. Although, we prove that in our case the derived 

-variable boolean function, seen as the concatenation of two bent 

functions, is semi bent. 

 The derived -variable boolean function  obtained from (4) is 

semi-bent.   

Proof. We have to show that . 

Let . 

 

  

 

 

 

 
  

  

 

 

  

Finally, as functions  are bent, we obtain   

            

[balancedness] The derived -variable boolean function  obtained 

from (4) is balanced if .   

Proof. Using equation (*) in the previous proof with , we 

have 

 

 

 
If , then  and the function is balanced.  
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Algebraic Immunity of the Derived Boolean Functions 

 

Let , define  the set of the 

annihilator of . The algebraic immunity  of  is the minimum degree of 

all the nonzero annihilators of  and of all those of . The exact 

calculation of the algebraic immunity of boolean functions remains a difficult 

problem. With regard to known boolean functions constructions, this 

cryptographic property (as the fast algebraic immunity) appears definitively the 

most complicated to evaluate. It depends on the way that the boolean function 

is constructed and its support. In [3], due to their construction, authors 

managed to prove the algebraic immunity of their functions by using a general 

results from code theory, the well-known BCH bound ([17],[19]). Moreover, 

thanks to a combinatorial conjecture first established by Tu and Deng in [25] 

and later proved by Cohen and Flori in [4], several authors ([25], [12], [26]) 

were able to prove the algebraic immunity of their boolean functions.  

In our case, these approach does not seem suitable as the support of our 

boolean functions is not standard, that is it is not composed exclusively of 

consecutive powers of a primitive element of the finite field used to construct 

them. However, we successfully have made a large exhaustive numerical 

experimentation and validate the following results: the algebraic immunity of 

the -variable (respectively -variable) Boolean function is . 

This numerical experimentation takes into account for all values of  in 

the range , all the possible values of the parameter  

(respectively  for ) and all the possible balanced vectors 

 (respectively  for ). The 

numerical calculations were made within the SageMath program V6.8 

(www.sagemath.org) under a multi-core i7 computer, 2.4 GHz, 16Gb RAM, 

amd64, Linux computer using the crypto_boolean_function library. 

Although we do not have a mathematically proof of this cryptographic 

property, this numerical experimentation validate the right value of the 

algebraic immunity of our constructed boolean functions for a large range of 

number of variables , that is , which actually seems to be the most 

interesting range of value. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

This paper presents a new characterization of the -variable derived 

Boolean functions (respectively -variable) obtained in [14]. By 

disregarding the inherited quaternary conditions imposed on the intern 

function, and using a particular splitting of , we prove that these -

variable Boolean functions are . Similarly, we apply the same 

simplification to the -variable derived Boolean functions with a suitable 
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splitting of . We show differently that these -variable Boolean 

functions are semi bent and prove that they can be balanced. Moreover, an 

exhaustive numerical experiment shows that our functions have optimal 

algebraic immunity for a large range of interesting values of . Our approach, 

located at the crossing between a quaternary construction and a Dillon type 

construction, offers great investments opportunities and reinforce our 

motivation to go further, to formally characterize the algebraic immunity of 

these functions. 
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